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GET READY TO FEEL THE POWER OF 60V
Introducing our Masport 60V battery-powered outdoor garden tool range, a range that delivers true petrol
like performance but without the loud noise, emissions, and hassle of cords.
Designed as our most powerful battery-operated outdoor garden tool range to date, the Masport 60v
range is developed to offer a solution for users who want the power of petrol in a
battery powered package.
Featuring a 2.5Ah or a 5.0Ah AEROCORE battery which powers the ever-expanding range, simply remove
the battery and fit it into the other tools to quickly begin working on a new job.
This range offers complete flexibility and has zero compromise on quality and power from the Masport
products you have come to know and trust for the last 111 years.

ONE BATTERY, MULTIPLE USE, ZERO COMPROMISE.
Masport supports the 60V product with our industry leading warranties, including 5 years for the tool, and 3 years
for the battery and charger. This way, you can ensure piece of mind when investing in the Masport 60V range of
products.

5 and 3 year warranties are consumer only, more information on warranties can be found in the product manual or on masport.com

MASPORT 60V AL 18” MOWER KIT

MASPORT 60V ST 16” MOWER - CONSOLE ONLY
CUT, CATCH, REAR DISCHARGE

STEEL CHASSIS
MOTOR

PUSH

420MM (16.5”)

565859

CUT, CATCH, MULCH, SIDE DISCHARGE

60 volt 0.75 kilowatt with load sensing technology
Powered by Masport 60V Max AEROCORE Lithium-ion battery
(not included)
Solid steel 7/8” motor drive shaft, no plastic fan required
Runtime: up to 85 minutes - 5Ah battery (battery & charger not
included)*

BUILD

420mm (16.5”) steel chassis
Masport 2 Blade Disc System
Front 175mm (7”) and Rear 175mm (7”) wheels
Fabric Catcher

HANDLE
SYSTEM

Comfortable upturned upper handle
Two piece lower handle for easy catcher access

FEATURES

ALLOY CHASSIS

PUSH

460MM (18”)

565855

MOTOR

60 volt 0.75 kilowatt with load sensing technology
Powered by Masport 60V Max AEROCORE Lithium-ion battery
Solid steel 7/8” motor drive shaft, no plastic fan required
Runtime: up to 65 minutes - 5Ah battery (no load)*

BUILD

460mm (18”) heavy duty aluminium non-rust chassis
Masport 2 Blade Disc System
Front 200mm (8”) and Rear 200mm (8”) adjustable dual bearing
wheels
HDPE Plastic Catcher with ‘full’ indicator
Masport Dual Mowzone® for edge to edge cutting

HANDLE
SYSTEM

Comfortable upturned upper handle with soft grip
Reinforced lower handle for added strength
Ergo camlocks for adjustable handle positions
Handle Lift System for easy catcher removal and storage

FEATURES

MASPORT 60V ST 18” MOWER KIT
CUT, CATCH, MULCH, SIDE DISCHARGE

INCLUDES 60V 5AH AEROCORE BATTERY AND BATTERY CHARGER

INCLUDES 60V 5AH AEROCORE BATTERY AND BATTERY CHARGER

STEEL CHASSIS

PUSH

460MM (18”)

565856

MASPORT 60V ST 18” SP MOWER KIT
CUT, CATCH, MULCH, SIDE DISCHARGE

INCLUDES 60V 5AH AEROCORE BATTERY AND BATTERY CHARGER

STEEL CHASSIS

SELF-PROPELLED

460MM (18”)

565858

MOTOR

60 volt 0.75 kilowatt with load sensing technology
Powered by Masport 60V Max AEROCORE Lithium-ion battery
Solid steel 7/8” motor drive shaft, no plastic fan required
Runtime: Up to 65 minutes - 5Ah battery (no load)*

MOTOR

60 volt 1.2 kilowatt with load sensing technology
Powered by Masport 60V Max AEROCORE Lithium-ion battery
Solid steel 7/8” motor drive shaft, no plastic fan required
Runtime: up to 45 minutes - 5Ah battery (no load)*

BUILD

460mm (18”) heavy duty steel chassis
Masport 2 Blade Disc System
Front 200mm (8”) and Rear 200mm (8”) adjustable mono bearing
wheels
HDPE Plastic Catcher with ‘full’ indicator

BUILD

460mm (18”) heavy duty steel chassis
Masport 2 Blade Disc System
Front 200mm (8”) and Rear 200mm (8”) adjustable dual bearing
wheels
HDPE Plastic Catcher with ‘full’ indicator

HANDLE
SYSTEM

Comfortable upturned upper handle with soft grip
Reinforced lower handle for added strength
Ergo camlocks for adjustable handle position

HANDLE
SYSTEM

Comfortable upturned upper handle with soft grip
Reinforced lower handle for added strength
Ergo camlocks for adjustable handle position

*2 year transmission warranty

FEATURES
FEATURES

*Runtime may vary due to grass type, grass conditions, users technique and battery charge level

MASPORT 60V CHAINSAW - KIT

553241

MASPORT 60V TURBO BLOWER - KIT

553168

High efficiency brushless motor delivers more power, torque and a greater
run time

High efficiency brushless motor provides more power, torque and a greater
run time

Durable 16“ (40cm) bar and chain deliver superior performance cut after cut

Turbine fan technology delivers forceful, high-capacity air volume

Large, full wrap and anti-slip front handle designed for easy use

Turbo boost function provides increased power to move difficult debris

Professional chain tensioning system for simple set up and adjustment

Up to 200km/h air speed and 900m3/h air volume

Large oil tank with viewing window for extended use

Variable speed switch for increased control

Mechanical and electric chain brake keeps you safe and in control

Cool air is drawn through the battery housing to keep the battery cells cooler
and improve performance and run time

Metal spike provides easy cutting and control

Large detachable air tube delivers maximum air volume

Automatic lubrication system keeps the chain moving freely at all times

Compact, lightweight and easy to handle

Lightweight and very easy to handle

2.5Ah Lithium-ion battery & 2.5A charger included

5.0Ah Lithium-ion battery & 2.5A charger included

Battery run time: 60V Max 2.5Ah - Up to 75 minutes / 60V Max 5Ah - up to
150 minutes (under load)*

Battery run time: 60V Max 5Ah - up to 300 cuts #

Weight : 3.3kg (console only)

Weight : 4.7kg (console only)
Console Only: 553158

Console Only: 553159

MASPORT 60V HEDGE TRIMMER - KIT

Console Only: 553160

553167

MASPORT 60V LINE TRIMMER - KIT

553166

High efficiency brushless motor delivers more power, torque and a greater
run time

High efficiency brushless motor provides more power, torque and a greater
run time

610mm dual action laser cut double sided cutting blades for clean and
precise cutting

Gear transmission technology provides more torque and power for tough
works

30mm cutting capacity

High-low and variable speed control extends run time and provides power
when required for various grass conditions

Large, full wrap front handle designed for easy side and top cutting

Ergonomic adjustable loop handle for balance and comfortable operation

Dual trigger system for the highest level of safety

Bump feed line trimmer head with 2.4mm line capacity and 40cm cutting
width

5 positions rotating rear handle for effortless cutting between horizontal and
vertical cutting

2 piece shaft design for easy transportation and storage

Blade tip protector enhances the life of the blades

Strong aluminum shaft is durable but light in weight

Low cutter guard for safe and easy access

2.5Ah Lithium-ion battery & 2.5A charger included

Lightweight hedge trimmer with optimum ergonomics

Battery run time: 60V Max 2.5Ah - Up to 55 minutes / 60V Max 5Ah - up to
110 minutes (no load)*

2.5Ah Lithium-ion battery & 2.5A charger included

Weight : 4.5kg (console only)

Battery run time: 60V Max 2.5Ah - Up to 47 minutes* / 60V Max 5Ah
up to 95 Min*

Console Only: 553161

Weight : 4.6kg (console only)

# Runtime may vary due to timber type, users technique and battery charge level. Based on 100mm x 100mm cuts of pine logs

*Runtime may vary due to condition of grass or hedge, users technique and battery charge level.

MASPORT 60V MAX 5AH AEROCORE LI-ION BATTERY

553156
60V 5Ah lithium-ion Battery - 270Wh
6 stage LED battery charge level indicator
No memory effect - charging possible at all times
Low spontaneous discharging
Long service life
Compatible with all the equipment from the Masport 60V Max range
Weight : 2.8kg

MASPORT 60V 2.5A AEROCORE BATTERY CHARGER

553157
LED battery charge status indicator
Quick charging time
Smooth running battery insertion guide
Charge time - 60V 2.5Ah - approx. 60 minutes / 60V 5Ah - approx. 120 minutes

For illustration purposes only

Weight : 0.9kg

The battery features AEROCORE technology, where the
battery cells have an air gap on at least one side, allowing
for air to pass through the battery to keep it cool during
operation and charging so you can work harder, for longer.

MASPORT 60V MAX 2.5AH AEROCORE LI-ION BATTERY

This charger can charge your 2.5Ah 60V Aerocore battery in only 60 minutes.

553155

MASPORT 60V 5A AEROCORE FAST BATTERY CHARGER

553220

60V 2.5Ah lithium-ion Battery - 135Wh

LED battery charge status indicator

6 stage LED battery charge level indicator

Quick charging time

No memory effect - charging possible at all times

Smooth running battery insertion guide

Low spontaneous discharging

Charge time - 60V 2.5Ah - approx. 30 minutes / 60V 5Ah - approx. 60 minutes

Long service life

Weight : 0.9kg

Compatible with all the equipment from the Masport 60V Max range
Weight : 1.5kg

A cooling fan in the base of the fast charger protects the batteries from
overheating during the charging process and reduces down time when a hot
battery is inserted for charging.
Available early 2022

*Image for illustration purpose only and actual products may vary due to product enhancement or change.

WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER INFORMATION:

All Masport products carry a manufacturer’s warranty. Please refer to your warranty card supplied with each product for details
and conditions for specific models.
This brochure supersedes all previous Masport brochures. Product specification, colours and prices are subject to change without prior notification. Not
all models may be stocked at all stores. Whilst care has been taken in the preparation of this document, Masport is constantly improving and updating its
product range, therefore model specifications may vary and should be checked at time of purchase.
Masport products are covered by the following design registrations:
405399, 407916, 407917, 411355, 411354, 417631, 418171,
407915, 407913, 411353, 414788, 414789, 414790, 414791, 414792, and patents: 330634, 570911, 589942/590235, 605098, 605114.
Masport Limited New Zealand
320 Ti Rakau Drive, East Tamaki, PO Box 14-349, Panmure,
Auckland 2013.
P: 0800 MASPORT
Fax: 0508 570 570
Email: sales@masport.co.nz
Web: www.masport.co.nz

